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• System success and failure are
subjective judgements.

– The system makes sense in
different ways to different
people.

– People have different values
and preferences.

– Perceptions of success and
failure can depend on system
scope and timescale.

• Survival may be regarded as
success - but even survival may
not be clear-cut.

• System owners usually want
their systems to survive, at
least until some set of
intentions is fulfilled.

• Many systems and artefacts are
intended to survive indefinitely
– this certainly applies to most
business organizations.

• And system owners and
stakeholders want their own
intentions to be furthered by
the system, as long as the
system survives.
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Systems

• What is a system?
– Systems are everywhere.

– We often talk about systems as if they
were familiar objects.

– A system is anything we happen to draw a
boundary around.

– Difficulties of systems thinking: identity,
scope and perspective.

• All complex systems have to be
decomposed somehow, to make them
manageable.

– Wholes and parts are vitally connected.

• All systems are sociotechnical
systems.

• People perceive systems differently.
– Systems have many stakeholders.

– A system may itself be a stakeholder.

– Stakeholders have many intentions.

– Stakeholders attach intentions to systems.
Stakeholders make demands of systems.

– People evaluate systems relative to a set of
intentions. People identify and scope
systems relative to a set of intentions.

• Systems change
– In any systems intervention, scoping is a

highly charged and significant process.

Four Generic
Success
Factors

• Intelligence Mental ability.
Behaviour in relation to
knowledge, complexity and
change.

• Character Moral and social
qualities. Behaviour in relation
to oneself and others.

• Beauty Physical appearance
and style. How one is favoured
by other people.

• Luck How one is favoured by
Chance or Providence.

• Is there any correlation or causal
relationship between these
factors?  Do intelligent people
tend to be more beautiful or lucky
than unintelligent people – or the
converse?  Do intelligent people
make better use of their assets –
including beauty or luck?  If not,
why not?

• Can organizations or other social
systems be beautiful or lucky?
Can software components or
other artefacts be beautiful or
lucky?  Do you think this helps?
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Focus on

Intelligence
and Character

Intelligence

• Perception The ability to make complex
observations of the environment.

• Information Processing The ability to
manipulate and transform information.
Reasoning.

• Memory The ability to store and recall
information.

• Learning The ability to develop new
knowledge and skills, and to learn from
experience.

• Behaviour The ability to adjust
behaviour to suit the situation.

Character

• Standing out Making an
impression.  Having a strong
image.

• Clarity Decisiveness.  Making up
one’s mind – and sticking to it.

• Engagement Committed
engagement with situations.
Authenticity.  Being there.

• Correctness Sincerity.  Legal,
decent, honest and truthful.

• Integrity Wholeness.
Steadfastness.

Intelligence &
Stupidity in

Organizations

• Just like people, an organization may
behave in intelligent or unintelligent ways.

• Many organizations have appeared
oblivious to its environment, made the
same errors over and over again, and
displayed no ability to remember or learn.

• Many of these organizations have already
collapsed; many yet survive through
political intervention or clinging to some
fortuitous monopoly.

• When we find this kind of behaviour in
people, we may take it as evidence of
crass stupidity, and so it seems reasonable
to describe organizations the same way.

• Unintelligent organizations fail to detect
even the most obvious signals of change in
their environment, and they fail to
respond appropriately – if at all – to the
most insistent demands from their
stakeholders. They learn slowly, making
the same mistakes repeatedly without any
insight or understanding.

• Other organizations are alert to changing
circumstances, react creatively to new
threats and opportunities, are constantly
learning from their own experiences and
from the mistakes of their competitors.
These organizations display the same
qualities that we can recognize in
intelligent people: an eager and receptive
curiosity, a consistent but flexible set of
responses, and an ability to learn quickly.

• It seems appropriate to refer to this
difference as a difference in organizational
intelligence.
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Examples of

Intelligence &
Stupidity

Think of organizations
that have collapsed.

– Can this be explained
as a lack in organization
intelligence?

– Could the symptoms of
unintelligence have
been detected in
advance?

– Could a greater degree
of organizational
intelligence have saved
them?  If so, how?

Think of organizations
that currently survive,
despite symptoms of
extreme unintelligence.

– On what does their
survival depend?

– How long do you
imagine they might
survive?

– How do you account for
the lack of intelligence?

Think of organizations
that have survived
adversity, against the
odds.

– Do you think this was
sheer luck?

– What elements of
organizational
intelligence may have
helped?

Intelligence in
Organizations

• Business intelligence

– perceive and process complex
data from external sources,
including analysis of
competitor behaviour

• Organizational learning

– adjust behaviour against
standards

– adjust behavioural standards
against values (deutero-
learning)

Implications for
Component-Based

Business

• Information Management &
Data Exchange

• Communication, Command
& Control Systems

• Knowledge Management
and Exchange

• Collective Sensemaking &
Common Values
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Where is

Organization
Memory?

• Computer Databases &
Software

• Documents

• Human Memory

• Culture
– Myths

– Patterns

– Practices

– Procedures

– Tacit Knowledge

• Collective memory is often
older than any of the present
members of the organization.

• Organization knowledge is
transmitted in various ways to
new members.

• Knowledge is always a legacy -
with potential for both positive
and negative effects.

Intelligence of
Smaller

Component

Character of
Smaller

Component

Intelligence of
Larger System

Character of
Larger System

How does

Componentry
alter System
Properties?

Intelligence of
System

Intelligence of
Component

Character of
Component

Character of
System

The collective intelligence of
the organization often bears

little relationship to the
individual intelligence of the
people in the organization.
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How does
Componentry
alter System
Properties?

• Intelligence is a manageable property of
systems.

– Intelligence is worth something.  It is assigned a
positive value in many popular value systems.

– Intelligence costs something - although this may
be offset by its benefits.

• Intelligence may be balanced by character.
– Identity may be distributed over many

components.

• Some systems lack intelligence, character
or both.

– Legacy computer systems lack intelligence.

– Existing business organizations lack intelligence.

• Intelligence is an emergent
property of a system.

– Intelligence must be taken in the context
of a system.

• Intelligence of a system is not an
arithmetical function.

– A lot of intelligent pieces doesn't add up
to an intelligent organization.

– A stupid organization can be composed of
apparently intelligent people.

– An intelligent system can be composed of
unintelligent components.

– When intelligent components are
successfully combined, they can achieve
wonders.

Articulation
and

(bio)Diversity

• Increasing the componentry of a system increases a system property
called articulation.

• Articulation is what legacy systems typically lack.

• Articulation can alter both intelligence and character.

• Articulated systems can be more flexible and responsive.

• Well-articulated systems can be highly stable.

• Over-articulated systems are often unstable.

• Over-articulated systems can be unresponsive.

• The use of building blocks from different sources, or of different
styles, can promote biodiversity.
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Adapted

Adaptable

• Neat equation

– tightly coupled systems tend to be
better adapted

– loosely coupled systems tend to
be more adaptable.

• Intelligence and character are
related to adaptability – but in
different ways.

• Intelligence and character can both
be impaired by wrong coupling

– excessively tight (“uptight”)

– excessively loose coupling.

• The façade or screen
presents a coherent
identity to an external
community (users or
customers).

– Brand Identity

– Customer Service

Alignment of
Whole Whole and

PartPart

• Behind the screen is an
articulated (loosely coupled)
structure.

– Economies of scale / scope

– Flexibility

• How can we make each side
conform with the requirements of
the other side?
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Alignment of
Whole Whole and

PartPart

EXAMPLE

• Supply Chain rationalization
aims to improve the overall
performance of procurement
as a whole.

– Supplier Rationalization

– Product Rationalization

– Risk Management

• Typical Issues

– Central/Local Control

– Data Platforms
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Reasoning about

Wholes and

Parts

• Complexity demands parallel
consideration of wholes and
parts.

– Whole is too complex, so we
sometimes have to think about
parts as if they were independent
of the whole.

– Parts don’t make sense without
appreciating larger context.

• We understand systems by
dividing them into components.

• System properties often cannot
be located in components.

• Change programmes are
divided into increments

– These can also be regarded as
components.
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Thinking
Components

• Company as
“component” of
many larger
systems.

– Supply chain

– Global marketplace

• Encapsulated
change

– Increment as
component.

• Systems and components are socially
constructed

• Typical scope of control is component or
subsystem, rather than whole system.

• Systems manifest resistance to change.  This
is an emergent property of an accumulation
of past design decisions, often characterized
as Legacy.

– Business processes and relationships

– Organization structure and culture

– Operational capabilities and resources

– Technical artefacts and architectures

Thinking
through

opportunities
and threats

Component thinking

• Determine granularity of
competition.

• Determine granularity of change.

• Identify the crucial patterns.

• Plan cost and time to change.

• Implement best practice.

Systems thinking

• Ability to analyse a situation from
multiple perspectives.

• Understand what emerges when you
put the components together.

• Understand the processes of problem-
solving and change.

• Ability to make intelligent judgements
in the face of inadequate knowledge.
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Inside /
Outside

Quality and
Survival

Ecological
Principles

Components with Character

Supply /
Demand

Components
Defined

• Black Box / Encapsulation

– From Outside, cannot see Inside

– From Inside, cannot see Outside

• Leibniz House

– Downstairs Public

– Upstairs Private

• Software Artefact

– Lump of code

– Lump of reusable
solution

– Information Service /
Web Service

• Organization Artefact
– Call Centre

– Claims Processing Unit

• Business Artefact
– Autonomous Profit

Centre / Entity

Is it okay to think of people
as components?
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Component
as Unit of

Management

• A line manager has a delimited
authority.

• A change manager has a
delimited project or
programme.

• These delimiters define the
scope of (abstract)
components.

• Larger systems and changes are
composed from the combined
efforts of many managers, many
projects and programmes.

• Many people claim to think and
operate systemically - from a
whole systems perspective.

• All action, and almost all thinking,
actually takes place at the
component level.

• To engage meaningfully with
complex systems, we have no
choice but to work with
components – adding or removing
them, changing them, changing
their settings, rewiring and shuffling
them – whether in a piecemeal or
coordinated way.

Where are
system

properties
located?

• System properties that can sometimes be
localized in a single component, but not always.

• For example, flexibility may be located:

– in an individual component – if we can
reuse the same component in a new
situation

– in a component kit – if we can substitute
another component from the same kit for
a new situation

– in a configuration – if we can plug the same
components together in new ways

– in a system architecture – if we can plug
together some new components for a new
situation, without having to rebuild
everything from scratch.

• System properties may sometimes
be located, not in a single
component, but in a group of
components, or in some aspect of
the process.

• For example, diversity may be
located:

– in the component kit – if there
are alternative components
within same kit

– in the configuration – if there
are alternative paths and
connections

– in the nature of the connections
– in the management process.
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2 Separations
4 Ecosystems

Demand/Use Supply

Service/
Interface

Device/
Asset

• Componentry follows a general pattern of technology development:

– The Device Paradigm (Albert Borgmann)

– The Black Box (Bruno Latour)

4 Ecosystems

Service Use Ecosystem
° using services
° demanding services
° architecting and configuring

the use of services
• subscribing to service

publications
• Ecological principles:

pleasure, connectivity (critical
mass)

Service Supply Ecosystem
° providing or delivering

services through stable
interfaces

° architecting services

• publishing available services

• Ecological principle:
commodity (or availability)

Device Use Ecosystem
° configuring devices
° installing, connecting or

calling devices
• predicting device behaviour
• predicting system behaviour

• Ecological principles:
firmness (quality), flexibility,
biodiversity

Device Supply Ecosystem
° architecting devices
° providing devices to deliver

services (build, buy,
assemble, reuse)

• managing devices as assets

• Ecological principle:
conservation of energy (also
known as economies of scale
or reuse)
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Key to survival:

respect the
ecological
principles

° Pleasure (Delight, Engagement, Fun)

° Connectivity (Critical Mass)

° Availability (Commodity,
Functionality)

° Conservation of Energy
(Economies of Scale, Reuse, Efficiency)

° Consistency (Firmness, Reliability,
Usability)

° Flexibility (Maintainability,
Portability)

• Biodiversity

Ecological hypothesis

In general, components and
companies that follow these

principles will dominate
over those that don’t.

Firmness

Commodity

Delight

“Consistency”

“Be worthy of the user’s time
 and effort in understanding it”

“Engagement, fun”

Vitruvius Gates Gloss

See also ISO 9126

Undefined
Behaviour
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Quality as
Survival

Four ways of judging quality

• Solution-Oriented - Fits a
particular requirement

• Technical

• Ecological / Survival

• Character & Wholeness (Chris
Alexander)

Five levels of viability
• It needs to serve a useful purpose,

relative to the intentions of some
community of agents.

• It needs to be semantically
meaningful.  Its interface has to have
an information model that is
recognisable by other agents within the
Service Use Ecosystem.

• Its behaviour needs to fit with the
expectations of other agents.  It must
conform to standard or local interfaces
and protocols.

• Its internal design must be compatible
with the quality and performance
demands of the Device Use Ecosystem.

• Its technical requirements must be
compatible with the available
infrastructure and resources within
the Device Use Ecosystem.

Source of
Requirements

Device Use Device Supply

Service Use Service Supply

service demand

device demand

quality shortfall

wrapping

Supply
Requirement

Constrained
Solution

Device
Requirement

Supply
Opportunity

Existing
Device

Market
Confirmation

Device
Opportunity

Existing
Service

bundling
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Cohesion and
Coupling

Design

• Maximum Cohesion

• Minimum Coupling

• No Surprise Coupling

Implementation

• Test / monitor for interference
and feature interaction

Identifying
Components
by Clustering

• Clustering by ownership
(organization / management /
project requirements)

• Clustering by location
(geography, technical platform)

• Clustering by legacy (use of
existing clusters)

• Clustering by availability (align
to external clusters)

• Hub clustering

• Bundle clustering

• Clustering according to
structure and constraints
(dominance grouping)

• Clustering according to
dependencies (logical,
commercial)

• Clustering according to usage

• Interaction clustering

• Negative clustering

• Non-binary clustering
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Componentry

Tips

• Use components as a way of
managing complexity.

• Use components as a way of
assembling solutions rapidly.

Pitfalls

• Complexity shifts from the
components to the wiring

– net increase in complexity

– reduced containment

• Easy to plug - not so easy to
unplug - much binding
(baroque)

Systems from
Components

Tips

• Respect the bearing limit of
each component.

Pitfalls

• Weakest Link Principle
weak component weakens
whole system

• Deepest Pocket Principle
strongest component carries
greatest risk


